Reasons to Hire

MARK GIBSON
Speaker | Author | Adventurer

You need to get out of the habitual routine of just "doing things the way they've always
been done".
You need to stop being intimidated by big ideas.
Your creative thinking needs a kick in the pants.
You need to get the whole team on board with new changes
Constantly motivating lethargic team members is unproductive. You need people who
know how to be self-motivated.
You need everyone to step up their game to pull off a difficult challenge and not quit at
the first setback.
The complainers and whiners have too much influence on your team culture. It's time to
celebrate the innovators.
You need to focus a bit less on what you've done and more on what's next.
You need people who can handle the turbulence of growth and stay focused on the
objectives ahead.
You need people who treat challenges like a puzzle to be solved, not a chore to be
reluctantly tolerated, or worse, avoided.
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Mark Gibson has inspired audiences in 38 states over the last 20 years. In that time, he has led
everything from intimate small group workshops to major keynote presentations to audiences of over
five thousand people.
His style is engaging. Mark is a master storyteller and has long believed in putting his own advice into
action. He will share with his audience all the ups and downs he experienced while going after his own
adventures, such as: the impromptu gymnastics class he taught to a crowd of Nepalese kids in the
Himalayas, or his struggles pushing a heavy loaded touring bicycle 5000 miles around Europe, or
perhaps the disastrous outcome of diving off a ten-meter platform to impress a girl at the age of
fourteen. (We've all been there.)
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26.2 mile solo marathon up and down the
Philadelphia Art Museum (Rocky ) steps

Mark gets your audience participating. Before entering the corporate world, Mark learned the craft of
speaking from his work inspiring and motivating teenage athletes. He quickly discovered that he has
a lot more fun when his audience is tuned in and interacting. He has been known to give phone book
tearing lessons, stage hilarious flexibility contests, and stump his audience with frustrating bar bets.
All the entertaining and audience involvement is for nothing if they don't leave with a tool kit of ideas
and processes that they can start putting into action. Rather than temporarily motivate a reluctant
crowd into briefly flirting with a "better attitude" Mark aims to create a true mind-shift moment that
has a lasting effect. Hiring Mark will give your team the competitive advantage to redefine what is
impossible and make it possible.

